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Wintering

President’s Corner:

An Auspicious Beginning
January 2022 started off very well for Sherwood Forest Friends!
First, I received a phone call from Wildlife Rehabilitators of North Carolina,
Inc., announcing we would receive a $500 grant I applied for last fall. Funds
will help with the costs of building our second chimney swift tower. We will
also receive books about swifts and information on how to maximize our
impact in support of these birds.
Thanks to the people who enthusiastically dug, cemented, measured
(twice), cut (once), hammered, roofed, and scaled heights to create another
roosting and nesting site for Sherwood Forest. Winkie Clark and Deb
Rosengrant led the charge. Volunteers Pat Fearheiley, Kathy Courtney,
Peter Anderson, Tommy Duggar, Jon Taylor, Jeff Figiel, Tom Oosting, Celia
Liming, Bill Thomas, and Brian Lautenschlager helped make the tower a
reality. If I left anyone out, I apologize! We plan to have a dedication
ceremony in February and invite the entire Forest. In the meantime, you
can see the new chimney next to one constructed in 2011 on Greenwood
Lane across from the barn.
Next came an exciting phone call with Dr. Robert Cabin, our 2021
scholarship recipient. His Sustainable Communities class at Brevard College
will participate in an applied research project later in the spring, hopefully
using information gathered from Sherwood Forest residents. Look for more
information on both these topics in the future.
Carol McCullough, President

We left our home in the Sonoran
Desert of southern Arizona at the
end of May, just as it was getting too
hot to sleep at night, and moved to
the forest. Sixteen years ago, I left
these very mountains for the desert,
so returning feels apt. I have felt
welcomed back by the woods, by
everything soft and moss-covered,
and I spent summer feeling happydrunk on the color green.
But I won’t lie—when the last leaves
swirled down from the trees in our
backyard, the tiniest bit of despair
blew into my chest. The trees looked
so skinny, and there was suddenly so
much sky.
I will admit to being like an overlyemotional child experiencing the
beginning of my first real winter in
16 years.
But then I picked up Wintering: The
Power of Rest and Retreat in Difficult
Times by Katherine May, which
proved to be a balm. “Plants and
animals don’t fight the winter,”
writes May. “They prepare. They
adapt. They perform extraordinary
acts of metamorphosis to get them
through.”
May uses the metaphor of winter to
describe those necessary periods of
turning inward, taking a break,
stepping off the hamster wheel—
either by choice or by force.
Wintering is a fallow period, a time
of darkness, thinking, tending, sleep,
introversion.

Deb Rosengrant and Winkie Clark (third and fourth from right)
led efforts to construct a second home for chimney swifts.
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Our Brainy Bird Neighbors

Gifts in Honor of

are something to crow about!

Shirl and Bill Thomas

Crows have been portrayed in
mythology and literature as portents
of sickness and death, mischief and
mayhem - after all, a group of crows
is called a murder. But their rep for
general badness is changing. New
research shows that these birds are
among the most intelligent of all
animals and on an intellectual par
with apes and chimpanzees.
The crows in our Forest are the
American Crow which, like the other
44 species of crows in the world
(genus Corvus), is
family oriented, mates
for life and raises their
young for several
years with the help of
their older chicks,
aunts, uncles and
grandparents.
Crows are sociable,
chatting with each
other in over 250 distinct calls and
“talking” in two dialects – one for
their family, another for the crow
community. When danger
approaches, they send out a
warning, having different calls for
cats, hawks and humans.
Like human children, young crows
play together - tossing sticks back
and forth, flying upside down and
generally fooling around. As they
mature, they begin to create and use
tools for food gathering, having
been observed tearing off a stick of
wood from a fence to pry prey from
a hole and, in captivity, dipping a
cup into water to moisten a bowl of
dry food.
If you have treated a crow badly,
you’d better watch out because
crows have an excellent memory
and carry grudges. Expect to be
blasted with loud scolding caws or

even dive
bombed
as they did
Illustrations:
a Napa
Shirl Thomas
Valley
friend every time he
checked out his vineyard grapes,
which he’d tried – unsuccessfully –
to prevent them from eating.
Why not get along with your crow
neighbors and invite them to your
porch for breakfast of peanut
butter crackers as Marolyn Smith
does on Warbler Lane?
For her trouble, they
leave their beautiful
shiny black plumage and
watch out for her and
her twin sister, Carolyn
Graham. Carolyn was
walking with her dog on
Woodthrush when a
flock of crows suddenly
began squawking at her. Just
around the corner was a
copperhead on the road. “It was a
warning,” she remembers.

In recognition of the Thomas’
innumerable contributions to the
flora, fauna, and communities of
Sherwood Forest and
Western North Carolina.
~~~
Libby and Jerry Brown
Denise and Jeff Figiel
Susan Wilkinson and Thurman Hill
Carol McCullough and David Messer

The U.S Department of Defense
has taken note of crow intelligence
and the bird’s ability to recognize
and remember faces and is
studying how these birds can be
used to identify enemies.
So, the next time you see crows
carrying on in your back yard,
remember it’s best to stay in their
good graces,
for these
brainy bird
neighbors
can be loyal
friends,
which is
something
to crow
about!
Daphne Larkin

Help Wanted
Volunteer needed to produce
occasional illustrations for the
quarterly Sherwood Forest Friends
newsletter.
Flexible hours, no pay—aside from
the satisfaction of seeing
your work in print.
Contact Susan Wilkinson,
sgeew7@gmail.com for info..

Sherwood Forest Friends

Annual Report 2021
SFF met all the goals that we set last December:


Exceeded our goal of 100 members with 144 on our rolls at this time;



Brought back the popular Summer Series, in person, with masks indoors;



Presented $2500, the largest scholarship to date, to the Sustainable Communities class at Brevard College; and



Continued our mission of conserving land, with lots R 22 (with 99.4% member support, representing only 1
abstention), and FR 2/13 (with 98.8% member support representing 1 no vote and 1 abstention).

Financially, SFF is stable:


Created a brokerage account with two stock donations to our scholarship fund;



Received about $25.00 per quarter from Amazon Smiles;



Received donations of money and in-kind materials to build the chimney swift tower;



Received a $500 grant to reimburse some of the costs of building the tower, or to pursue a third tower;



Received donations in honor of and in memory of residents, families, and friends;



Ended 2021 with $25,000 in our operating budget, made up of memberships and donations;



Awarded a $500 grant to Nature Nuts in support of their programming for the coming year;



Engaged a CPA to prepare our taxes. As we have grown, tax preparation has become more complicated; and



Awarded $350 to John Rucker’s Amazing Turtle Tracking program with dogs, and a grant of $125 for a turtle
tracking monitor. An increase in building homes has brought attention to the plight of the NC state reptile.

Organizationally, SFF is sound:


Executed a Memorandum of Understanding between SFF and the SFHOA with regard to the role of each
organization and its mission;



Renewed our solicitation license for SFF for another year;



Surveyed SFF members twice this year to guide the SFF Board in determining our future plans.



Survey One results:


53.4% of members have lived here 3-15 years and 30% have lived here longer than 15 years.



47% of our members get their information from the SFF newsletter.



The primary mission our members support is accepting land and adding to Sherwood Forest green space.





100% of our members have read our newsletter and 93% have voted ‘yes’ to accept a lot.



The Summer Series was recognized as the Friends’ signature program.

Survey Two specifically addressed the Summer Series in order to provide recommendations for next year’s event.
Respondents suggested a variety of series topics and the possibility of adding a square dance or activity other
than lecture/discussions All four 2021 sessions were highly rated and our speakers received excellent comments
from attendees.

Programmatically, SFF offered varied options:


Sponsored a Hike n’ Bike to raise money for our scholarship;



Offered three nature walks on Earth Day, including one for families, and a program for young children;



Hosted a drive-by program of music and fun and provided recipes for a new “Blue Ghost Cocktail” to celebrate
the return of the Blue Ghosts;



Constructed a second chimney swift tower near the original, with help from members and non-members;



Participated in Transylvania County's Leave It Better campaign, picking up trash in DuPont Forest parking lots
after four major holidays;



Hosted a dinner in honor of Jim and Irene Granger. Present and past SFF board members attended. Jim was one
of the original founders of SFF and the Grangers continue to support the organization;



Attended a private open house for SFF members hosted by Royle Duff at the pottery studio of Judith Duff. Jim
Granger donated one of Judith’s pieces as a door prize;



Co-sponsored a program on The Village and the Turnpike, a book by Doug Pace, Patricia Lee Stahl, and former
SFF Board Member, Charley Burden. SFF presented a copy to the Sherwood Forest library; and



Donated copies of Laura Gardner’s Blue Ridge Babies 1, 2, 3: A Counting Book, an accompanying activity sheet,
and a CD to families with young children in Sherwood Forest.

SFF’s goals for 2022 include:


increase our membership



present the Summer Series



award a scholarship



accept additional lots and conserve land when they become available



launch a new website



increase our donations through Amazon Smile

None of this would be possible without the support and generosity of everyone reading this Annual Report. Together
we have made a difference in our community. Thank you!

Sherwood Forest Board Members—2022
Carol McCullough, President; Libby Brown, Secretary; Linda McGehee, Treasurer; Caroline Chambers; Carolyn
Dorner; Clint Owings; Diane Rago; Susan Wilkinson; Cathy Woolard.

Just a reminder. . .
All Friends memberships now renew in April,
on Earth Day!

Evergreens of Sherwood Forest
This time of year in
Sherwood Forest, the
architecture of our leafless
trees frame our landscape
while our evergreen plants
decorate the forest with
their greenery. From the
towering hemlock tree to
the partridge-berry
groundcover, our forest
offers a plethora of green
even in the depths of
winter.

An evergreen is defined as
a plant whose foliage
remains green and
functional throughout the
year, while a deciduous
plant loses all of its foliage
during the winter season
and becomes dormant.
Evergreens also shed their
foliage but not all at once only periodically and
selectively throughout the
year. For example, you
often see yellow needles
on the inside branches of
pines – this is their
method of gradually
shedding old growth.

There are two categories
of evergreen trees and
shrubs: narrowleaf and
broadleaf. Narrowleaf
evergreens have needled
foliage (e.g., pines) or
scale-like foliage (e.g.,
junipers). They produce
inconspicuous flowers
and bear their seeds in
cones (conifers).
Broadleaf evergreens
have leaves with some
width to them (e.g.,
rhododendron). They
produce a variety of
flowers and their seeds,
held in an ovary, often
form colorful and
uniquely-shaped fruit.
Although evergreens do
not go dormant in winter,
their metabolic functions
do slow down. To survive

severe winter weather,
they have developed
several defense
mechanisms to keep their
foliage from losing
moisture and freezing:









needing less water
than deciduous plants
to perform
photosynthesis
thick, hard foliage
a protective waxycoating or cutin on
the foliage and an
anti-freeze chemical
within the foliage
curling leaves to
prevent moisture loss
through exposed leaf
pores or stomata (we
often see this on our
rhododendrons on
very cold days)
during hard freezes,

moving water into
spaces between cells
which helps keep the
inside of the cell from
freezing; that relocated
water then freezes first,
giving off a tiny burst of
heat to warm and
further protect plant
cells
Some evergreen plants to
enjoy this winter are trees
include Carolina and
Canada Hemlock, White
Pine, Red Juniper, Holly. In
the understory, look for
shrubs like Mountain
Laurel, Rhododendron and
Doghobble. On the forest
floor, you’ll find herbaceous
plants such as Rattlesnake
Plantain, Partridge-berry,
Galax, and Spotted
Wintergreen. And let’s not
forget our evergreen ferns,
fern allies, mosses,
liverworts and lichens.

So go out into our amazing
forest and enjoy the subtle,
but beautiful, green gifts of
winter.
Susan Goldsworthy

Reveille for the New Year
If you pick up the horn and put it to your lips,
it will sound, as surely as snow melts
and winter moons wax before they wane,
or vice-versa.
Which comes first: December or January?
the mouth or the lips?
Sound defines the air, and air the sound,
as warmth reveals the meaning of chills.
But here is the horn, aching to wake after Taps,
to breathe, to make a noise unto something today.
Anne Harding Woodworth
Illustration: Shirl Thomas

Sherwood Forest: My Fantasy or Something Really Great?
Shirl and I moved to
Sherwood Forest 23 years
ago, after living for 17
years in Sequoyah Woods
just across the road. We
had met many Foresters
over the years via our
contacts with square
dancing, Sierra Club, and
the Unitarian Church, so
we knew it was a
“community” where
people knew each other,
worked and played
together, and generally
liked each other. The fact
that it was embedded in a
forest and that people
cared about this was
pretty important too. We
knew they had weathered
a very stressful bankruptcy
and were now entirely self
-governed.
And Sherwood Forest has
not disappointed! Aside
from the wonderful people
living here, there are two
things that stand out. The
first is the love of the
natural world, our forest
and everything in it. The
Dehons started the idea
when they founded the
place and advertised it as
an Audubon development.
Subsequent generations
have fostered the concept.
There was the fund-raising
effort that purchased our
biggest Green Area, the
265 acres centered on
Middle and Dehon
Mountains, in 1990.
There was the formation
of the Green Areas
Committee in 2000,
following polls of the
membership showing how

much they valued our
Green Areas and the Trail
System. Since then,
there have been
donations of four
conservation easements,
the acquisition of the two
major inholdings,
Shapiro’s and Lalor’s, and
the purchase or donation
of many individual lots,
all of them with
overwhelming approval
of the membership. The
Trails system has
expanded to roughly 25
miles, 13 of them built
since 2000.
Our volunteer-run
governance is the other
key part of the Sherwood
Forest experience, which
I think is key to making
our place the kind of
community it is. A shared
love of the natural world
provides a common
shared orientation and
value system, and
working together
cements our ties to each
other. We really get to
know one another
beyond the social niceties
of dinner parties, etc. We
have a real working
democracy, (which every
owner has agreed to
abide by) complete with
“constitution“ and
“laws,” and it works! It’s
quite remarkable is how
talent steps forward
when there is a need.
We have truly
remarkable, fascinating
people living here!
What will Sherwood
Forest be in the future, I

wonder? Clearly, our
region is being
discovered. The lands
around Sherwood Forest
belonging to the Frasers,
the Hirsts, and the Keys,
all of which we once hiked
and enjoyed, are no
longer available to us as
these lands went into new
ownerships. No more
walks to Thunder Lake or
Sunrise Point! Our
population is increasing.
Social science suggests
that humans are not
capable of knowing more
than about 200 people
really well. Is there a limit
beyond which our
community will not be the
vibrant volunteer self-run
community it is today?
Fifty years from now our
protected forests will be
approaching true oldgrowth forest, a rare asset
in a likely sea of
development all around
us. No wonder land prices
are rising! Will our values
change? Will speculators
become dominant? The
future is in our hands. It
will be very much up to us
to promote the kind of
community we want to be
in every way we can, and I
feel confident that we can
do it.
Bill Thomas

Wintering, cont. from page 1

“Winter is a time of
withdrawing from the
world, maximizing scant
resources, carrying out
acts of brutal efficiency
and vanishing from sight,”
writes May, “But that’s
where the transformation
occurs. Winter is not the
death of the life cycle, but
its crucible.”
Perhaps we have already
been wintering these last
two years, our lives
upended by COVID, our
routines scaled back to
keep each other safe. As
an introvert, that change
has felt okay, but I also
miss the world. I long for
those worry-free summer
days when we can again
hug strangers and share
food.
But the winter trees—and
the COVID tracker—tell
me it’s not quite time. So I
will keep resting, reading,
stoking the fire, going to
bed early. And I will look
to the trees for their
patience.
Debbie Weingarten

We welcome your comments, suggestions,
and ideas for future stories. Contact Susan Wilkinson, editor, at
sgeew7@gmail.com. Thanks to Terri Niemes, proofreader.
Sherwood Forest Friends
P.O. Box 212, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718
Sherwood Forest Friends, Inc., is a not-forprofit charitable organization under Section
501c( 3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Our
federal identification number is 82-1825571.

